
TIPS FOR RÉSUMÉ AND COVER LETTER 
WRITING

How to structure, what to think about and how 
to get noticed by recruiters



RÉSUMÉ



WHAT IS A RÉSUMÉ?

§ A compelling marketing tool that demonstrates what you can offer a 
company.

§ Résumé comes from the French word, meaning “summary”.
§ It is not a list of everything you have ever done. Instead, it highlights 

only the experiences that are relevant for the job you are currently 
seeking.

§ It consists of short phrases (not full sentences) that answer the 
question, “what did you do?”.

§ It should only include dates up to and including today. You may not 
include something that you plan on doing in the future.



LAYOUT AND FORMATTING

§ Keep in mind that your résumé will be scanned by a recruiter in as little as 6 
seconds, so ensure the information is clear and easy to read. 

§ Full sentences should be avoided. Short phrases work best. Do not use the 
words “I” or “me” on your résumé. 

§ Use clear headings and be consistent in formatting.

§ Put certain texts, for example, the name of your program and your job titles, 
in bold font so that they stand out. 

§ Highlight your most relevant experience related to the specific job that you 
are currently seeking.

§ Use perfect spelling and grammar. Make sure to proofread and have 
someone else proofread it as well.

§ The easiest way to format your résumé is by making tables (hide the lines 
when you’re finished) so that spacing remains consistent.



CONTACT DETAILS

§ Have your name in big letters, making your name the most prominent 
element on your résumé.  After all, you want employers to remember you.  

§ Your name and contact details should be the same on both your résumé and 
cover letter.  This helps employers to identify you (and your brand).

§ Make sure to use a professional email address that includes, for example, 
your first name and last name.

§ If you choose to include a picture, it should be on your résumé, not your 
cover letter.  Make sure that it is professional.  Some people chose to only 
have a picture on their LinkedIn profile. In some countries, you are not 
allowed to include a photo due to discrimination laws, so find out what is 
suitable in the country where you are applying.

§ If you have a LinkedIn profile, include the link in your contact details. It’s 
possible to customize your LinkedIn address for sharing, but you can also 
choose to use the LinkedIn icon as a link in the pdf version of your résumé.



BRANDING STATEMENT

§ A branding statement can be one of: Objective, Career Goal, Summary of 
Qualifications, Profile, etc.  

§ For most students, a Profile is easiest to formulate.

§ It is not mandatory to include a branding statement, but it helps the employer 
learn a little bit about you at first glance.

§ Try to be as specific as possible, highlighting your unique selling points. 

§ Do not use the word “I” or “me” in your personal statement or anywhere else 
in your résumé. This will ensure that the information is short and concise 
without any extra, unnecessary information. Remember that most employers 
only spend 6 seconds skimming your résumé, so it is best to make it easy to 
read.

§ Bullet points can be used if you are listing several of your skills.



EXAMPLES OF PROFILES

Third-year Natural Resources Engineering student with an eye for detail and 
experience working in the mining industry who works well with problem-solving 
in a structured manner

Driven, fourth-year Master’s student in Industrial Engineering with international 
exchange experience and a strong interest in digitalization and problem-solving

Architectural engineer specializing in industrial planning with a passion for 
modern design and sustainable building techniques

Highly-motivated sociology student with experience in project management and 
strategic development as well as a desire to improve workplace equality



EDUCATION

§ Include the date, program of study, name of school, city (country) where the 
campus is located.  These should be separated by commas.

§ Use the same layout/format for Education, Work Experience (and Volunteer 
Experience). This will help the recruiter to recognize your pattern and know 
where to look to find the information they seek.

§ Education should listed in reverse chronological order (most recent first).

§ It’s a good idea that your program of study (as opposed to the school you 
studied at) stands out in some way, either by changing the colour of the font 
or by putting it in bold text. This makes it easier for employers to see what 
you studied at a quick glance.

§ Notice in the example how the program is in bold, black text and stands out 
most in this section.

§ Write a short description of what your program focuses on.  This is especially 
important if your program is new or unfamiliar as it will help employers better 
understand what you studied.  



EDUCATION

§ Some people include the title of their thesis if it is relevant to the job they are 
applying for or to show the employer the area they have specialized in.

§ You may want to include a list of courses that are relevant to the job or 
courses that are unique to your program that are not offered at other 
universities.

§ It is not mandatory to include the description of your program and it becomes 
even less important after you have a few years of work experience in your 
field.

§ It is typically not necessary to include high school education in your résumé, 
although you may wish to include it if it is unique, such as the International 
Baccalaureate.  If you don’t include high school but wish to include 
awards/honours from high school, put them under a separate heading titled 
“Awards”.



WORK EXPERIENCE

§ Include the date, job title, name of company, city (country) where the 
company is located.  

§ Work experience should be listed in reverse chronological order (most recent 
first).

§ It’s a good idea that your job title (not the company name) stands out in 
some way, either by changing the colour of the font or by putting it in bold 
text. This makes it easier for employers to see what you worked with at a 
quick glance. Remember: where you worked is less relevant than what you 
did.

§ Write a brief description of the tasks you did in each role.  They should be 
written in point form and/or in short phrases.  Full sentences take too long to 
read and recruiters tend to skim résumés in less than 6 seconds before 
deciding to keep or toss it, so be sure to be a concise as possible. 

§ NOTE: The descriptions are the most important part of your résumé since 
these descriptions will help the employer to recognize if you are qualified for 
the job.



WORK EXPERIENCE

§ For each description, always answer the question: WHAT DID YOU DO?

§ Answering this question helps the recruiter to understand the tasks you 
accomplished and they will be able to decide if you are capable of doing the 
job you are now applying for.

§ Begin each point with a verb, written in “active voice”. Write, for example, 
“Planned and organized events”. This will make you seem like a more active 
participant in the tasks you completed.  This is preferable to, for example, 
“Was responsible for planning and organizing events” which will make you 
seem passive to the recruiter. 

§ Verbs should be written in past tense (ending with the suffix -ed) unless you 
are still working at that position. In that case, you should write in the present 
continuous tense (ending with the suffix -ing).

§ Within the descriptions, place the most relevant and important tasks or 
accomplishments first.



VERBS TO USE TO EXPLAIN YOUR SKILLS

Administered Formulated Planned Sorted

Analysed Finalized Presented Simplified

Arranged Increased Programmed Standardized

Balanced Identified Published Synthesized

Calculated Integrated Refined Taught

Created Instructed Reported Trained

Designed Managed Researched Translated

Directed Marketed Scheduled Updated

Edited Monitored Screened Reduced

Enabled Modified Selected Verified

Evaluated Organized Solved Wrote



VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE

§ Your volunteer experience should be structured the same way as your 
education and work experience.  Often volunteer experience is considered 
as valuable as paid experience and it shows employers that you are 
engaged in society and/or care about others’ wellbeing.

§ Include the date, job title or area of responsibility (in bold), name of 
organization, city (country) where the organization is located.  

§ Should be listed in reverse chronological order.

§ It is not always necessary to include a description of tasks if it is obvious 
from your job tile/area of responsibility.  If you do write a brief description of 
the tasks you did, they should be short and concise and written in point form 
and/or in short phrases.  

§ Begin each point with an action verb and should be written in past tense.

§ Within the experience descriptions, place the most relevant and important 
tasks or accomplishments first.



COMPUTER OR IT SKILLS

§ List the computer programs you know. You may want to include subheadings 
if you know several types of software, hardware, computing languages, etc.

§ It is a good idea to list them in order of your competence with the most 
competence first.

§ You may want to indicate your competence in each computer program, 
however it is not necessary.  Examples: very good knowledge, good 
knowledge, basic knowledge or expert, working proficiency, novice, etc.

§ It is preferable to indicate competence level you feel you have rather than 
the courses you studied since a person can take courses and yet not have 
user competence.

§ It is not always necessary to include computer skills, especially if it is not 
relevant for the job you are applying to. Most companies today will expect 
that you have at least some computer knowledge.



LANGUAGE SKILLS

§ List the languages you know.

§ It’s a good idea to list them in order of your competence 
in each.

§ Beside each, indicate how well you know the language.  
For example: fluent, native tongue, professional fluency, 
basic knowledge, etc.  

§ It is better to list how competent you are in a language 
rather than the courses you have taken in a language 
since it is possible to have studied a language for many 
years, without developing proficiency.



REFERENCES

§ Never write the names of your references on your résumé.  This 
is because you want to have the opportunity to contact your 
referees individually to tell them about the job requirements so 
that they may present your skills/abilities/qualifications that are 
relevant to the job.

§ Indicate “References available upon request”.

§ You do not need a separate heading for references.  It is enough 
to include the text about references as a footer in 8 point font.  
This will help to save space and keep your résumé to one page.  

§ It is becoming less necessary to include “References available 
upon request” on your résumé since employers will expect you to 
give them the name of your references when they request them 
(usually at or after the interview), but since this text is still 
expected in some circles, it is recommended that you include it.



COVER LETTER



WHAT IS A COVER LETTER?

§ It introduces yourself and your interest in the company.
§ It is a marketing tool that prompts the reader to invite you to an interview.
§ It is “short and sweet” and typically not longer than one A4 page long.
§ It should be tailored for the job you are seeking.
§ It contains highlights from your résumé and explains how you meet the 

demands of the job advertisement
§ It is a professional (not personal) letter written to apply for a specific job
§ It does not contain any personal information about your family life or 

hobbies/recreational activities (unless they specifically pertain to the job you 
are applying for, such as a journalist whose hobby is photography)



4
paragraphs



OVERVIEW OF WHAT TO INCLUDE

1Introduce yourself 
Tell of shared values

2
Hard skills:
Education 
Work experience

3
Soft skills:
Professional qualities
Unique selling points

4 Thank you 
Ask for interview



CONTACT DETAILS

§ Have your name in big letters, exactly as it is on your résumé. Think of your 
name and contact details as “company letterhead” for your own 1-person 
company. It is not necessary to have the words "Cover Letter" on your cover 
letter since employers will know that this is your cover letter.

§ You should save your cover letter as a pdf file before sending it to the 
employer or uploading. Word documents are “working files” whereas, a pdf 
document signifies it is complete.

§ When you save your cover letter, it's a good idea to name the file with your 
name and the word cover letter. By having your name first, it helps to 
enhance your brand. This also ensures that both of your documents will be 
saved together in the recruiters filing system.

Example: ADahlin_CoverLetter.pdf

§ Remember to be consistent when saving files. Save your résumé using the 
same format as you did with your cover letter.

Example: ADahlin_résumé.pdf (not résumé_AndreasD.pdf)



DATE AND REFERENCE LINE

§ Make sure to date your letter. Although digital files contain the 
date, it is generally accepted that a written letter should include a 
date to indicate that it is updated and current.

§ The purpose of the reference line in a letter is to indicate who you 
are and why you are writing. It can be the same or a slight 
variation of your Profile from your résumé.

§ Use the reference line to help market your skills to the recruiter by 
including concise details about your work ethic, your education 
and perhaps a few words about any related work experience that 
can be beneficial for the job you are seeking. Think of the skills or 
unique qualities you possess that you want the recruiter to know 
about you.

§ Include the job’s reference number if there is one. This is usually 
found in the job posting.



EXAMPLES OF REFERENCE LINES

Final year master’s student in mechanical engineering seeking the 
graduate position at Lockheed Martin

Goal-oriented economics student with experience in budgeting and 
accounting seeking the trainee position in Real Estate Finance at SEB

Third year industrial design student with a passion for enhancing the 
user experience seeking a summer apprenticeship at Bang & Olufsen

Computer programmer with a passion for building strong customer 
relations seeking the Junior Consultant position at Accenture Digital



GREETING

§ The greeting in English is always Dear + the person’s first and 
last name, followed by a comma.
Example: Dear Emma Björk,

§ You may wish to include the person’s professional title (Dr. or 
Professor) but avoid personal titles like Mr., Mrs., or Ms. 

§ If you don’t know the name of the person you should address, it is 
recommended to write “Dear Madam/Sir,”. This is preferable to 
writing “To Whom It May Concern,” which is considered old-
fashioned.  Some sources recommend “Dear Hiring Manager,” as 
a more modern alternative.

§ The first word of the first paragraph after the greeting should 
always start with a capital letter as any regular sentence would. 
The greeting always end with a comma, but the line under it is not
a continuation of the sentence. 



FIRST PARAGRAPH

§ The goal of the first paragraph is to introduce yourself and tell of shared 
values you have with the company. When you share values with the 
company, you are more likely to fit into a company’s corporate culture, enjoy 
working there and thus remain employed longer. 

§ Don't start your letter with "Hi, my name is [your name] and I am [your age] 
years old." The reader already knows your name because it appears at the 
top of the page and your age is irrelevant to how capable you are. Instead try 
to create interest by clearly telling why you are interested in the 
position/company and what you can contribute.

§ Companies like to hire people they "know". If it's possible, mention a mutual 
contact who can vouch for your competence. If you have met a 
representative from the company at a job fair you may want to mention that 
person in the first paragraph as well.

§ Resist the temptation to tell an employer that this position is your “dream 
job”. Companies don’t exist to provide workers with their dream jobs and 
they will feel that you only care about yourself and not their company. Write 
with the attitude of how you can help their company, not “what’s in it for me”.



SECOND PARAGRAPH

§ The second paragraph, should show your hard skills. Tell how your education 
and work experience is relevant to the job to which you are applying. Give
examples that prove that you can do what you say you can do. 

§ Limit your examples to 2 or 3. You don't have enough space to tell the reader 
everything, so make sure that you give the best examples that illustrate your 
skills that specifically relate to the job you are seeking.

§ Don't simply repeat text from your résumé. Instead, reword those tasks and 
responsibilities to demonstrate what you learned and how you affected the 
company.

§ You should refer to the keywords from the job ad, but don’t copy them word-
for-word. If the job ad says they are looking for someone who is creative with 
strong social skills. Don’t simply write “I am creative and have strong social 
skills.” Give examples of your creativity; give examples of being social. Think 
of different ways to show the reader you can do the job they are expecting 
you to do.



THIRD PARAGRAPH

§ In the third paragraph, tell about your soft skills. These are the 
personal attributes that enable someone to interact effectively and 
harmoniously with other people.

§ They can include:
» work ethic
» leadership skills
» interpersonal skills
» communication skills
» time-management skills
» language & intercultural skills 
» how you deal with challenges

§ Don’t simply list your soft skills. Be sure to back up your 
statements with concise examples about where or how you 
gained those skills.



FOURTH PARAGRAPH

§ Recruiting costs a company a lot of time and money.  It is a good 
idea to thank the reader for taking the time out of their busy 
schedule to read your application.  The reader may have 50-100 
applications to read on top of their normal 40 hour/week workload, 
so it's a very nice gesture to, at the very least, thank them for their 
time.  

§ After that, you want to invite the reader to contact you for an 
interview. 

§ There should be NO MENTION of your personal life, what you do in 
your spare time, your home life, your marital situation, your living 
arrangements or your hobbies (unless they are somehow relevant 
for the job).  Your private life should bare no impact on how effective 
you can perform your job. Employers do not need to know about it 
and many even consider it unprofessional to mention it in the cover 
letter.



CLOSING

§ The most common professional closing is "Best regards," 
followed by a comma. "Sincerely" and "Yours truly" can 
seem outdated.

§ A letter that includes your signature tends to look more 
complete.

§ How to add a signature:
1) Save the document as a pdf
2) Go to the toolbox and create a signature, using your mouse
3) Add the signature to the document.

§ Under your signature, you should type out your name in 

full.



EMAILS
What to do when you need to email your 

application to a company



SAMPLE EMAIL



SUBJECT LINE

Includes:
§ Your skills and/or 

education to market 
yourself

§ Name of the position

§ Job reference number 
(if available)



ATTACHMENTS

§ Save as PDF

§ Your name first
§ What the doc contains 

(CV, Letter, Transcripts, etc.)
Example:
JNordstrom_CV.pdf
JNordstrom_Letter.pdf
JNordstrom_Transcripts.pdf
*Notice how consistent these are



BODY OF TEXT

Includes:

§ Greeting (Dear + full name,)

§ The position you are seeking

§ That you are interested & qualified

§ Attachments

§ What do if they don’t open

§ Looking forward to an interview

§ Closing (Best regards,)

§ Your first name



EMAIL SIGNATURE

Includes:
§ Your full name

§ Your title or study program

§ Contact details




